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FOREWORD

In pursuit of the goal of acquiring new and renewable-energy supplies for their
development needs, many Asian and Pacific countries have initiated a series of policy
measures leading to possible future self-sufficiency in energy. Since 1978, ESCAP in
accordance with resolution 33/148 of the United Nations General Assembly, has
undertaken several important programmes and projects for the development of alternative
sources of energy in the region. New policies, plans and priorities have been set in motion
towards achieving a well co-ordinated relationship between energy and development,
including the management of their inherent and over-all impact on society.
As a major input to the field of solar energy for the United Nations Conference on
New and Renewable Sources of Energy held in August 1981 at Nairobi, the Symposium
on Solar Science and Technology was convened at ESCAP headquarters and at the Asian
Institute of Technology, Bangkok, during November and December 1980 and attracted
experts from various United Nations and. other international and national organizations.
In the wake of this Symposium, and in order to emphasize its own commitment
to the development of energy resources throughout Asia and the Pacific, ESCAP
highlighted energy as the main theme at its thirty-seventh session which recommended,
among other things, that ESCAP play an active role as the regional focal point for further
work in the field of energy. In fulfilment of this role, and also to reinforce its already
existing programmes concerned with energy, ESCAP has established a special unit on
energy to cope with the increased demand for information and expertise on conventional
as well as new and renewable sources of energy.
In particular, ESCAP will continue to place special emphasis on solar energy and
to co-ordinate activities in member countries designed to meet immediate energy needs.
Reflecting the priorities of the region, ESCAP will stress low-cost technologies applicable
to small-scale farmers and rural communities so that its efforts in the field of energy will
have the widest possible impact and will be of direct benefit to the peoples of Asia and
the Pacific.

S.A.M.S. Kibria
Executive Secretary
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PREFACE

The present Symposium on Solar Science and Technology was organized to serve
as a major regional input in the field of solar energy to the United Nations Conference on
New and Renewable Sources of Energy held in August 1981 at Nairobi. Recognizing the
developments in highly sophisticated solar technology by many industrialized nations, the
Symposium reminded the participating scientists, technologists and industrialists from
Asia and the Pacific of the need to remain fully abreast of this rapid technological
progress and vigorously to continue to work towards the greater use of solar energy in the
region.
The primary objectives of the Symposium were to provide an exchange of
scientific and technological knowledge concerning solar energy; to introduce programmes
related to solar energy in university and college curricula; to promote the transfer of
technology related to solar energy, and to encourage the incorporation of solar energy
programmes into national energy policies and plans throughout the Asian and Pacific
region. These primary objectives met with the unanimous support of the Symposium.
The Symposium had four components: (a) a general session for the presentation
of keynote addresses; (b) a meeting of solar scientists; (c) a meeting of solar technologists
and (d) a workshop to provide interaction between the two groups. After a comprehensive review of the status of solar science and technology in the region, the meeting of
scientists broke up into four groups on photothermal conversion, photoelectric conversion, photosynthetic conversion and the storage of thermal energy. The meeting of
technologists, divided into five groups, to study solar applications in drying, heating,
cooling, pumping and cooking. Each group then returned to the plenary and presented
sets of recommendations with regard to their respective disciplines. On the whole, the
most notable recommendation emphasized by the Symposium was the need for the
evolution of clear-cut national policies for the utilization of solar energy.
To substantiate the discussions at the Symposium, an exhibition of solar
equipment (SOLEX'80) was displayed at the Asian Institute of Technology as part of
the Symposium. This equipment has been retained at the existing site and maintained by
AIT as its Energy Park.
The Symposium was supported by the United Nations and other international and
national organizations. The United Nations Interim Fund for Science and Technology for
Development provided financial support for the Symposium, while, UNCTAD, UNEP,
UNIDO, FAO, UNESCO and WIPO actively participated and also lent their names in
co-sponsoring it. This was in fact the first Symposium of its kind on energy, supported
by the various United Nations bodies, the International Solar Energy Society and the
Asian Institute of Technology.

(viii)
The secretariat would like to express its sincere gratitude to those individuals who
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I.

INVITED PAPERS

STRATEGIES OF SOLAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT AND
USES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
by

DR. R.L. DATTA
1.0 Man, Surroundings and Energy :
Basic needs of life center round food, housing, clothing medical aid and
education, and energy plays a major role in meeting these needs. Inadequacy of man's
muscle power for such energy made him look to his surroundings, and discovered animals,
and then, wood, wind, water-falls, and the sun as the natural sources of energy for power
and thereafter, in succession, more concentrated forms of energy in coal, oil and natural
gas for obtaining higher rates of material achievements by way of agricultural and industrial developments, the technologies of these later ones being developed by the presently known developed countries, enabling the peoples therein to substantially meet
the basic needs of life, improve its quality and increase the standard of living. The developing countries, on the other hand, characterised by low income (per capita GNP less
than US$ 500), highly dispersed high percentage of rural population, vast semiarid and
arid regions, surplus labour, absence of transport and communication facilities, aversion
of transport and communication facilities, aversion of people towards sophisticated
technologies for developments (but endowed with higher intensity of solar radiation)
mainly relied on the early-known non-fossil energy sources (muscle power, animal, wood,
wind, water falls and sun and also agricultural waste and dung) and labour-intensive handmade technologies and consequently, had been struggling to meet the basic needs of life,
and remained underdeveloped and undeveloped. In a developing country like India, even as of to-day, at least, one-third of the energy consumed, is in animate form. In the
rural areas of the developing countries, firewood constitutes about 80 - 90 percent of the
total energy used, essentially for cooking. It was considered, that - one of the main yardsticks of assessing the material progress of a country is by the ratio of commercial (fossil/
hydro/nuclear) to non-commercial (wood/agricultural waste/dung) forms of energy used,
such ratios in cases of India, and Mexico are about 1.5 : 1, and 4 : 1 respectively, whereas
in many other developing countries including Ethiopea, Tanzania, this is varying between
1:4 and 1:48, implying the use of huge quantity of non-commercial energy, evidently in
a wasteful way. However, in the recent scenario of energy shortage, both the advanced
and developing countries with plans of rapid developments in their own ways, have been
severely affected by such shortage, especially, of fossil fuels. An advanced country like
U.S.A. imports every year oil to the tune of more than 45 percent of her oil requirement,
and India, a developing country, imports more than 17 million tons of oil. Moreover, if
the developing countries' aspiration, according to Lima declaration, to achieve the target
of 25 percent of world's industrial production (as against hardly 10 percent at present),

is to be fulfilled by the year 2000, all the forms of energy will have to play significant
role. In the wake of severe shortage of fossil fuels, and the search for other viable sources
of energy, the hitherto uncared for shortcommings for their usage have come to the
surface, namely, (a) these pollute environment (b) these are unevenly distributed on
earth's surface resulting in unequal opportunities and political tension (c) it has taken
million of years for these to be formed but will be used up in a few hundred years (d)
these are to be used mainly for high temperature uses and chemicals recovery. These
newer awakenings have led the peoples of both the advanced and developing countries
to look back to the earlier usage of energy in sun, wood, wind and water-fall which continue to shine, grow, blow and fall respectively as before, to modernise these by development of the technologies for their uses, and to discover other sun-based sources of energy
like ocean-thermal gradient, tide, wave, photosynthetic biomass in the newer context.
The currently known sources of energy are shown in table 1. These can essential be
grouped as:
(i)

fossil fuels (coal, oil peat, natural gas)

(ii)

photosynthetic (wood, vegetable wastes human and animal energy)

(iii)

solar radiation, environmental heat, wind, wave, tide and hydro
energy)

(iv)

geothermal energy

(v)

nuclear energy.

It can be seen that all the sources of energy except geothermal and nuclear are sun-based
sources. Among the sun-based energy sources, fossil fuels are in concentrated forms;
whereas others are in dilute or diffuse forms and hence thermo-dynamically less efficient;
in addition, some of the latter are intermittent in nature, (e.g. solar, wind) and others
may require transportation. These, therefore, would require huge-sized trapping devices
unless these forms of energy are concentrated and stored with the use of materials of
desirable radiative properties.
It is relevant to mention that a combination of such energies for use may be more suitable
for certain given purposes eg. sun + wind + biomass. In recent years feasibility studies are
being made for combination system, say, renewable and non-renewable sources like mix
of sweage methane (biogas) + coal gas, with promising result, by Southern California
Edison Co., U.S.A.
1.2 Rural areas of the world:
Most of the developing countries have (i) a high percent (80 percent or more)
people living in rural areas, as given in table 2, for some typical countries. These are
further characterised by (ii) high dispersion of people (iii) vast arid and semiarid regions
(iv) absence of suitable transport facilities (v) surplus labour (vi) aversion of people to
sophisticated technological developments and their utilisation (vii) high intensity of
solar radiation over a longer period of the year, with the developing countries constituting

Table 1. WORLD SOURCES OF ENERGY

FOSSIL FUELS
COAL
OIL
PEAT
NATURAL GAS
WOOD AND
VEGETABLE WASTES
HUMAN ENERGY

.
EDIBLE CROPS
SOLAR ENERGY

—

— ANIMAL ENERGY
HYDRO ENERGY
ENVIRONMENTAL HEAT
SOLAR RADIATION
WIND ENERGY

—
TIDAL ENERGY

LUNAR ENERGY

1

NUCLEAR ENERGY

OTHERS

—

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

WAVE ENERGY

two-third of the world population, and at least three-fourth of which are rural dwellers,
- the overall picture is that atleast, half of the world population live in villages. Any
national and international developmental activities therefore must be to give utmost
attention to this vast populace to meet their basic needs of life and improve the quality
of life in order to avoid future catastrophic consequences. Solar energy and sun-based
sources of energy can play a great role in these respects. Table 3 gives the possible use of
solar and sun-based sources of energy in rural communities for domestic, agriculture and
community development, - avoiding as far as possible human drugedy and deforestation
with consequent adverse effect on agricultural land. It is pertinent to mention that in
meeting the energy demands of the rural communities of the developing countries, there
will be need to combine solar with wind and biogas in order to increase the usefulness of
each of these. The elaborated version of such a system wherein a man will obtain energy
on a continuous basis encompasses integrated bio-aqua-culture techniques with solar +
wind + biogas supplies - has good possibilities in rural areas of the developing countries.
1.3 Energy distribution in different regions of the earth:
The present use rate of energy in the world is close to 7 x 10 kWh per year
which is estimated to go up to 6 x 10 1 4 kWh by the year 2000. Table 4 gives the distribution of the energy sources on different regions of the world in percent of the total
energy reserve except the last column which gives the yearly intensity of solar radiation
in kWh per square meter. Petroleum reserves are mainly situated in the middle east (55
percent) which has no coal deposit and not much of hydroelectric potential. USA has
only 6 percent of the world oil reserve. Many of the higher energy consuming countries
(as in Oceania) have practically no oil. Quite a substantial amount of coal deposits are
shared by China (14 percent), USA (31 percent), USSR and Eastern Europe (23 percent)
and western Europe (21 percent). Hydroelectric potential exists in regions of Africa
(20 percent), Asia (13 percent), China (13 percent), Latin America (16 percent), mostly
in countries nearer to equatorial zone and elevated areas of temperate zone). In contrast
to such uneven distribution, the solar energy is more evenly distributed throughout all
the regions (between 0.6 x 1000 to 2.5 x 1000 kWh per square meter yearly). As a matter
of fact, no life can exist and no vegetable can grow and thrive without sun's energy. It
is potinent to mention that there is a good relationship between the energy consumption
and the standard of living expressed in terms of average yearly income per head. Material
achievements have to be energy based. It is also relevant to mention that there are more
than a billion people, living mostly between 30°N-0-30°S latitude, in the world without
electric power. Sunshine in many of these areas is the most available natural energy
source. This sunbelt (30° N-0-30°S) is therefore the poverty belt. With an average sunshine intensity of 500 cal/cm 2 /day and conversion efficiency of 10 percent, such intensity over an area of 300 square meters will give energy equivalent to 150 kWh, a man is
capable of performing in a year on an average. The use of solar energy during early fifties
in the exploration of outer surface was a welcome surprise and had given hope to mankind for its terrestrial applications. Solar radiation reaching the land surface of the earth
annually is 0.26 x 10 1 " kWh against the present world consumption of close to 7 x 10 1 3

Table 2. Distribution of population in rural areas in some typical developing countries.
(Source: UN Statistical Year Book)
(1 ton of coal = 8000 kWh)
Jndk

Burma

Area (10 3 .Km 2 )

678

Indonesia

Thailand

1,904

3,280

514
35.3

Population (10 )

28.9

550.4

Percentage rural (%)

81

80

83

85

Population density 1/Km2

42.6

167.8

66.1

68.7

Total Energy Consumption
(coal equivalent per year)
106 ton

1.9

102.5

15.4

10.5

125.8

Table 4. Distribution of World Energy Reserves.
(Percent of World Total) (1 to 4)
(Solar Electricity: By W. Plaz. Butterworth -1978).

Yearly
Solar
Radiation
(1000
kWh for
m2j.

Coal(1)

Petroleum (2)

Natural
gas (3)

Hydro
Elec.
Potential
(4)

Africa

3

14

9

20

1-2.5

Asia

3

2

2

13

1-2.3

China

14

2

2

13

1.2-1.7

Canada

1

1

5

6

0.7-1.2

Latin America

-

8

3

16

0.8-2.0

Middle East

-

55

16

-

2.0-2.5

Oceania

4

-

11

2

1.2-2.0

U.S.A.

31

6

-

-

0.8-2.3

USSR & Eastern-Europe

23

8

28

11

0.7-1.7

Western Europe

21

3

7

7

0.6-1.8

Table 3. Energy Demands of Rural Communities and their Potential Supply with
Renewable Energy Sources. (Sources: Procds. Expert Group Meeting on Uses
of Solar and Wind Energy, March 1976, ESCAP Bangkok)
Energy Supply
Time
requirements.

Energy Use

Traditional

Solar-Wind
Methane
Potential.

Solar-WindMethane
Energy,
Storage.

Domestic
Water heating

Daily

Wood
cowdung

Solar

Insulated
tank.

Cooking

Precise
daily

Wood,
cowdung

Solar,
methane

No gas
holder.

Lighting

Precise
nightly

Wind
(electric)
methane.

Battery;
gas holder

Water Supply

Constant

Human

Wind,
solar.

Tank

Precise,
seasonal

Human, animal

Wind

No

•

Agriculture
Ploughing

•>

Sowing
Cultivation

»

Harvesting

Human

•

-

Human, animal

-

-

Human

-

-

Threshing

Human, animal

Wind

No

Winnowing

Human

Wind

No

Solar

Solar,
Wind.

No

**

Drying
Grinding

Random, daily

Human, animal
wind, water.

Wind

No

Crushing

Precise,
seasonal

Human, animal
Wind

Wind

No

•*

Human, animal
wind, water.

Wind,
Solar.

Reservoir

Human

Wind,
Solar.

Reservoir

Wind-solar
(electric)

Battery

Water pumping
Agriculture

Community

Constant

Development

Communication
and Education

Precise,
daily

Transport

Human, animal

Housing

Seasonal

Refrigeration

Constant

Salt production

Random

Entertainment
(Radio, TV
cinema)

Precise

Human

Solar

Solar wall

Wind, solar
(electric)

Battery

Solar, wind

Solar, wind

No
reservoir.

Human

Wind, solar
(electric)

Battery

-

kWh. As mentioned earlier, intermittent and diffuse nature of solar energy on the earth's
surface have been the greatest obstacles for its effective uses.
1.4 Pre-technology Problems of Solar Energy Applications:
As indicated earlier, the total solar energy reaching earth's surface is much greater
than required by world population and technically can replace entirely the conventional
sources of energy. The two major shortcomings of this energy are (i) it's diffuse in nature
and (ii) it's intermittent and of changing direction nature. In order to overcome these
shortcomings, and evolve economically viable gadgets, substantial scientific/technological
inputs are required to solve problems connected with:
1. Solar collector (flat plate collector, concentrators, selective surface).
2.

Storage of energy (chemicals, mechanical electrical, physico-chemical).

3.

Materials (radiative
cheapness).

4.

Measurement of solar radiation (radiation station and cheaper and portable
solarimeter).

properties,

mechanical stability, availability and

Solution of each of these problems will make the solar gadget efficient and economically
more viable.
1.5 Present State of Technology of Applications of Solar Energy:
In summarising the commercial status of solar energy applications, it can be
stated that apart from production of solar common salt, and other marine chemicals like
potash, bromine, magnesium salts, - solar water heating and house heating are now
competitive in countries with moderate climate. Designs for solar distillers and crop
driers are available for small scale applications but can be extended for larger scale uses
with more engineering inputs. Designs for solar green houses are available. In regions
where water and fire wood are not abundant, solar pumps and cookers can be used with
the present state of development. For small and medium wind power production
commercial designs are available.
1.6 Advanced and Developing Countries' Approach for Solar Energy Uses:
Good amount of informations of the principles and scientific data are available
for solar energy conversion processes from some more than 80 countries of the world
with funding from Governments and/or UN agencies and/or individual efforts but more
exhaustive technological and engineering data are required in many of these processes
for commercialisation. For developed economy, the emphasis on the uses of solar energy
is from the point of view of supplementing the energy requirements and need of large
scale power production, unless the countries of such developed economy can usher in a
newer concept of smaller scale energy usage and can afford with lesser energy with
consequent change of life style. Consequently, at present, in many of the western coun-
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tries, Japan USA and other advanced countries, heating and cooling of houses and commercial buildings, and thermal electric and photovoltaic power production are being
actively pursued. Judicious mixture of conventional and non-conventional energy sources
may lead to more efficient utilisation of these. In developing countries dominated by
rural areas, on the other hand, emphasis is on production of small-scale power in scattered
rural areas for agricultural water pumping, crop drying, water purification for drinking,
cooking and lighting and also other uses as given in table 3. For power production, - in
addition to wind and ocean. thermal, both photovoltaics and thermodynamic system
with flat plate or concentrating collectors can be used; in both cases, economy of solar
gadgets is to be improved. The imaginative Satellite Solar Power System (S.S.P.S.) is
being examined more closely for large scale power production.

2.0 Basic needs of life and Solar Energy Conversion Technologies:
Of the commonly useable forms of energy, electrical form is the highest quality
energy, followed bymechanical and thermal forms. Selection of one or more technologies of solar conversion will depend on the amount of energy requirement and the end
uses, for example, if warm/hot water is required for domestic/industrial purposes, solar
collector technology will play the most significant part in the solar device; thermally
operated Rankine cycle-engine pump can be used for lift irrigation. Climate of a location
may determine such selection, for example, in arid and semiarid regions, - during summer
months cooler places of stay are required for comfort conditions and there is need for
reflecting away solar heat from dwellings by passive system or taking resort to solar airconditioning. Selection of technology will also be guided by sector-wise needs of energy
in rural and in urban and in metropolitan areas in each of which emphasis will be on
different needs, for example, in rural areas energy is required for lift irrigation cooking/
lighting/drying; with better socio-economic conditons, as in urban areas, emphasis on
energy uses will be more for community developments, transport system, education
and cultural activities, whereas, in metropolitan cities, - in addition to those above,
energy uses will be emphasised more for industrial developments.
Solar energy uses must, therefore, be related to the needs of life, and the best
approach for selection of the technologies of solar conversion should be from the point
of view of (A) meeting the basic needs of life, namely, food/housing/clothing/medical
aid/education. (B) Improving the quality of life, by way of community development,
cultural activities, transport and other allied developments. (C) increasing the standard
of living with additional ammenities like transportation, communication, organisation
and managerial proficiency for higher scale agricultural and industrial developments.
The aspects which are significantly relevant to those above, center round, (a) Agriculture
(including food, irrigation pumping, storage, drying, fertiliser, plant growth and afforestation), (b) Industry (including salt and marine chemicals, heating and cooling, process
heat, power, renewable fuels), (c) architecture (passive system and active system and retrofiting), and (d) medical uses (including solar biology, curing of diseases).

2.1 Technologies of solar energy conversion:
There are three basic approaches to the uses of solar energy, namely, (a) low grade
solar heating, (b) direct conversion to electric energy, and (c) photosynthesis and biological conversion processes. The gadgets which have been proved useful are water heater,
solar still, cooker, refrigerator and pump. It is advisable to reassess the possible applications of these devices in rural and other areas taking into account the technological,
economical and social constrains and further potential uses. Most of these devices use
collector or concentrator to collect solar energy to heat a working fluid; they operate
on varying degrees of efficiency. In indicating the immediate uses and present status of
these technologies and R & D needs, the classification given below essentially is that
given in item 2 above.
(a) Agriculture:
(i)

Pump:
The technologies which can be used for pumping, are Solar
Rankine, and Sterling engine, solar cells, biogas engine, and wind
mills. Solar pumps run by thermal energy of the sun as in Rankine
cycle have been constructed in a few countries. Solar cells pump is
expensive at present and its economy is tied up with the cost of
direct conversion electricity of the cell. Wind mill pumps are in use
in many countries, and quite a number of biogas pumps have been
constructed and experimented.
Problems still to be solved in these are concerned with fluid
selection of engine cycles, collector/concentrator efficiency; (e.g.
freon for 25 kWh pump at New Mexico; 150 kW at Arizona) materials of solar cells including amorphous semi-conductors, conductor-insulator-semiconductor, rice-husk silicon, E.F.G. growth,
ribbon, polycrystalline wafers, thin film C.S, concentrator with
cells and use of extracted heat; optimisation of biogas plants;
materials and optimised design of wind mills.

(ii)

Dryers:
Convective dryers have separate areas for collection of solar
energy and for drying of product, whereas radiation dryers have a
common space for collection of solar energy and for drying of the
product.
With suitably developed solar collector/chamber, larger scale
experimentation (demonstration plants) is necessary for applications
in quite a number of fields e.g. drying of food grains, timber, tobacco etc., and heating livestock shelter.
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(iii)

Refrigeration and Storage of food:
In many of the tropical and developing countries, a substantial
quantity of foodstuffs cannot be preserved and are spoilt. At a
number of international meetings, it was pointed out that famine
could be prevented in many of these countries if the food which is
raised during certain parts of the year could be preserved for use
during the rest of the year. This requires refrigeration, and for
remote area or areas without electricity solar refrigeration may well
be the answer. In many of the tropical countries milk and meat are
not traditionally used partly because they cannot be preserved. In
some hot countries, perhaps a quarter of the vegetable crop spoils
because of lack of cooling facilities.
In ammonia + water system of solar heat engine refrigeration,
the weight proportions of ammonia and water are in the ratio of
1:1.3, and the maximum heating temperature is about 130°C,
with a special valve separating the water from the liquified ammonia;
the overall coefficient of performance (COP) is about 0.10. Flat
plate collectors also can be used for the system, in which case the
COP will be still reduced. Ammonia and water system has the
disadvantage of some of the water vaporising with ammonia (requiring a rectifying arrangement for separation). Ammonia + sodium
thiocyanate solutions have suitable thermodynamic/properties with
high solubilities, low vapour pressures, and high heats of vaporisation: they are chemically stable and inert, comparatively inexpensive
and can be used in iron vessels; they have high heat conductivities
and low viscosities. The COP of this system is approximately three
times of that of the ammonia + water system. Ordinary parabolic
concentrators, and overnight lower temperature can be used. It is to
be emphasised at this stage, for the purposes of refrigeration and
production of ice, the temperature of regeneration of the refrigerant is usually above 100°C, and for such a temperature, one has
normally to take resort to moveable focussing collector.
Many absorption refrigeration systems have been tried mostly
using ammonia as the refrigerant. These include ammonia-water,
ammonia-lithium nitrate, ammonia-calcium chloride and other
systems like lithium bromide-water, Freon 21 - tetraethylene glycol
dimethylether etc. Ammonia-water system can be compared fairly
well with other systems, it gives more or less equal performance,
more refrigeration per kg. of solution. In case of ammonia-water
system, we require a rectifier-analyzer column to prevent water
vapour to condense with ammonia. Ammonia-sodium thiocyanate
system is similar to ammonia-water system, except sodium thio-
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cyanate being non-volatile and having favourable properties like high
heats of vaporization, high solubility, low vapour pressure, low viscosity and is stable, safe and noncorrosive. Hence either of these two
combinations can be used.
Nevertheless studies of systems, ammonia + water, ammonia
+ thiocyanate for refrigeration with increased COP, of system
lithium bromide + water for low temperature, and further development of biogas engine for the purpose are necessary.
(iv)

Fertilizer/fuel:
Bioconversion of organic materials including cowdung, under
anaerobic conditions to transportable fuel like methane, methanol
etc. with residues having manurial value (good N-K-P content) has
already taken root in countries like China (with 7 million units in
existence) India (with 80,000 units) and Philippines and other
developing countries. Solar energy by being captured by plants, is
converted into chemical energy through photosynthesis, and such
plants on being eaten or decayed transfer this energy to the living,
• such plant matters are, therefore, also called biomass, and the
energy from such mass after its being eaten, burned or converted
into fuel is known as biomass energy. Vegetable/animal and farm
wastes, sewage/solid refuse, waste hyacinth and kelp are examples
of biomass. It has been estimated by the Biomass Institute,
Winnipeg, Canada that the annual formation of renewable biomass
(dry basis), on an average, is 200 billion tons whereas utilisation is
hardly 2 billion tons (for food, fibre and building materials), whereas
the corresponding values for non-renewable biomass (coal, oil, gas
and petro-chemicals) is nil and 5 billion tons, respectively, giving an
annual deficit of 5 billion tons.
Depending on the composition of the primary biomass, the type
of conversion plants, temperature and time of decomposition in the
chamber of the plant and other variables, some variation in the biogas composition would be noticed, but the approximate gas composition will be: methane = 55 to 65, (percent by volume), carbon dioxide % = 35-45, the others being nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, sulphurated hydrogen. The caloritic value of a biogas composition of
60 percent methane is 5130 k.cal/m . It is relevant to mention that
one litre each of petrol, diesel oil and kerosene are approximately
equivalent to 1.4 m 3 , 1.6 m 3 and 2.5 m of biogas respectively. The
value of the biogas will increase by increasing the methane percent
which can be used more efficiently to operate biogas engine for
various purposes. Certain basic studies including carbon-nitrogen
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ratio of biomass mix, increased N-K-P value of residual fertiliser,
optimisation of biogas plant and standardisation, and technoloeconomic aspects of biogas engine have become necessary.
(v)

Plant growth:
Photosynthesis is basic to plant growth and solar energy
conversion efficiency in this to chemical energy is known to be not
more than 2 percent. Environment controlled green house has been
a boon to many of the arid and semiarid regions of the world for
growing vegetables, greens and fruit; control essentially of water
vapour and carbon dioxide in plastic-covered green house in sandy
soil is effected by proper dosing of the constituents and suitable
fertilisers are used. High protein containing algae can be cultured in
polythene lined pond for use by cattle, poultry and silkworm.
Many of the basic problems in this field of study which are
required to be solved relate to (a) attainment of higher (than 2%)
photosynthetic conversion efficiency (although, theoretically 10
percent efficiency is known), (b) crop productivity and solar energy
i.e. trapping solar radiation more by C 4 (sugarcane) than by C 3
(cow pea) in tropical wet climate (c) larger scale demonstration
green house for growing vegetable in arid/semiarid region (the concept originated at the Arizona University's Environment-controlled
green house Experimental Station, experimented on larger scale at
Peurto Pinasco and applied at the Shaikdom of Abu Dhabi), (d)
solar spectra of different wave length and plant growth.

(vi)

Afforestation:
Afforestation (countering denudation of forest by indiscriminate cutting of fire wood) is very much linked up with agricultural
development. For ecological balance and healthy development of a
country, it must have substantial piece of its land area under forest.
For example, in the case of India, the aim is to maintain one-third
of its total area under forest as against the present 22 percent
forest area; such an effort would constitute conversion of about 30
million hectares of land. With a break through in photosynthetic
efficiency coupled with forest technology, planned forestry production is a challenging opportunity. Social forestry is being looked
into more scientifically. Short-rotation (4 to 8 years) forestry
(e.g. CASUARINA, green feathery conifer and others like
ECALYPTUS, WILLOW) - energy plantation and efficiency of
conversion and fuel-wood (calorific value: 5000 lecal. per kg. or so)
for generation of power (estimated area of plantation as 1 square
km/MW) are some of the pertinent problems requiring substantial
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input of research and development. In recent years, interest has been
revived on investigation of fuel trees. Certain types of plants e.g.
EUPHORBIA LATHYRIS secrets lower molecular weight (range of
molecular weight 2000 and higher) liquid hydrocarbons, black in
colour, which can be grown in tropical climate. Melvin Calvin and
others are carrying out investigation on pilot scale, and the technoeconomic studies indicate that in climatic conditions of say,
Morocco/Ethiopia, such fuel trees can be grown such that these are
equivalent to about 18 barrels'of oil/acre with growth rate of plant
of 3 inches to 24 inches in one year, and cost of such oil will be
US$ 40/barrel. Such hydrocarbon can substitute crude oil.
(b) Industry:
(i)

Salt and Marine Chemicals & Solar Pond:
For every ton of common salt produced, 4500 litres sea water
are to be evaporated by solar energy; optimised designs of salt farm
known, are to be adopted and extended for more effective use of
solar energy to obtain higher yield of quality product; certain green
dyes/chemicals are known to enhance the rate of solar evaporation
with increased yield of common salt; more extensive investigations
in these respects will go a long way for advancement of technology
of salt-winning from sea water. The mother liquor of common salt
crystallization (bittern) is the store house of many of the marine
chemicals of industrial importance, for example, potash fertiliser,
bromine and magnesium chloride and sulphate, mixed-salt, the
starting raw material for potash manufacture and other marine
chemicals is obtained by further solar evaporation of the mother
liquor (bittern), and here also, optimised design conditions are to be
established for effective use of solar energy.
"Solar pond" in principle, is a good collecting and storage
device of solar energy. The bottom most layers of a solar pond can
have a temperature of as high as 90° C or more. Despite low Carnot's
efficiency, a low temperature turbine can be used to produce small
power. According to one estimate, 1 km 2 of sunny climate = 10 6
kWh = 6000 kW installation at 58 percent load factor. With more
technological data obtained relating to size, shape, density-gradients
and corresponding temperatures control, such a device can be used
for smaller capacity power production in isolated regions.

(ii)

Heating and Cooling:
Solar energy collector/concentrator/selective surface together
with materials of construction, energy storage and intensity of solar
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radiation are significantly important aspects of "Heating and
cooling" in industry. Development of higher temperature (more than
60° C and 110°C, and more than 110° C) collectors, pressurised collectors based on evacuated tubes and honey-combo principle (convection loss reduced by at least 30 percent), concentrating collectors
using refractive optics and mirrors will have direct impact on the
technology of heating and cooling. Techno-economic gaps are to be
filled up in respect of allied other collectors, namely, collectors of
different geometries, parabolic collectors in series, mirror strips and
refractive optics collectors, compounding parabolic concentrators,
Fresnel lens-mirror combination, stationery spherical collector,
total internal reflection prismatic panel, Winston collector, sealed
optical module (containing say, solar cells) for power and co-generation application.
Materials development with high visible-absorption and low
emmission surface, stable selectivity and resistant to humidity and
corrosion with low fabrication cost, iron-oxide with silicon resin
(known to be stable upto 180°C), metal carbide-silicide and silver
silicon, will go a long way in the use of selective surfaces for obtaining very higher temperature.
(iii)

Process heat:
Quite a number of industries require comparatively lower
temperature process heat upto, say 80°C, hot air system of 7080°C, and low pressure steam of 130-140°C. For example, textile
industry, diary industry (preheating air for spray drying), laundry,
milk pasturisation (62.5 °C for VA hrs.) and sterilisation (72.5 °C
for 15 mins) and many of the pharmaceutical chemicals and other
industries require such low temperature process heat. It is, therefore,
essential that survey should be emphasised for such requirement in
industries, and every country is to be made conscious of such possibilities. Collectors with selective surface and concentrators will play
important role in such applications. It is estimated that in USA solar
energy will be able to replace one percent of the current usage of
energy in another five year's time, and with the present rate of development of collecting/concentrating devices therein about 20
percent of the industrial energy could be met by solar energy.
One of the main conclusions of US studies in this respect in that, 35
percent of the industrial process heat could be supplied by solar
energy by the turn of this century. In the studies carried out in food
processing industries in Australia, it was concluded that over 50 percent of the annual heat requirements can be met by solar energy. In
a country like U.K. with about 40 percent of the total energy used
is for industry (and with substantially more diffused solar energy),
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the solar energy has the potential of replacing at least 3.5 percent of
the energy used in industry (except Iron & Steel Industries) which is
equivalent to one percent of the total energy used in U.K. In a country like India where also industry consumes about 40 percent of the
total energy used in country, in some partial studies the regions of
lower-temperature energy uses in certain industries (e.g... Chemical,
textile, pharmaceutical, glass and ceramics and engineering), have
been identified, for example, 50/60° C (Green-House Drying) 60/
110°C (baking), 130/140°C (sterilisation, fractional distillation):
in such thermal systems, solar energy can be used, of course, for
temperature range of about 60° C, use of selective surface/solar
concentrators are to be taken resort to for higher ranges of
temperature.
(iv)

Renewable fuels:
As indicated earlier, wood and other forest cellulosic materials
are important biomass, - these being produced by photosynthetic
process. Production of liquid fuels, such as solar - ethanol by conversion of cellulose into ethanol in chemical processing plants will
constitute definite advancement in the field of renewable fuels.

(v)

Power Production:
The technologies concerned with the solar power production
are solar thermal and biogas, wind power and photovoltaic power.
Solar thermal power unit is similar to any conventional external heat
engine except that the heat is provided by the solar collectors.
Higher temperature collectors will be more convenient but expensive. A field of mirrors, each of which is to concentrate sunshine on
a stationery elevated boiler obtaining high temperature for producing power. SOFRETES solar engine uses flat-plate collector to
boil low-boiling liquids like methyl chloride. Low emmissivity selective surfaces in evacuated glass envelopes have been used to obtain
higher temperature. In power production, energy storage will play
important part. In photovoltaic power production, although silicon
cells (with efficiency of 10 to 12 percent) are used, there is better
possibility of use of silicon for the purpose by increasing its purity
further and its processing for the purpose. Cadium sulphide is considered as a good photovoltaic material with its weight per unit
power more, although the efficiency of solar energy conversion to
direct electricity is not more than 7 percent at present. To make
photovoltaic power competitive with conventional power, the cost
per watt has to be brought down, generally, at least to one US dollar.
Nevertheless, even with the present higher cost of photovoltaic
power, the solar cells are being used for specialised applications,
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e.g. unattended light houses, remote communications, TV in rural
areas. The concept of Sattelite Solar Power System (S.S.P.S.) is
being investigated.
The areas in which more research and developmental
investigations are to be made involve: total energy system (as isobutane turbine generator, also for heating and cooling), wood
thermo-power plant, collector based solar thermal power production
of (a) 10-50 kW (using say, screw expander engine) (b) higher
capacity power by solar farm'and "tower power" concept, technoeconomic study of solar cells, wind generator, combined solar/biogas/wind for rural power, solar furnace-based power, heliohydropower generation, tide, ocean thermal gradient, wave. Hydrogen is
one of the important future clean sources of energy. Investigations
are in progress for obtaining this by potentially cheaper methods like
photobiological and photoelectrochemicals methods.
(c) Medical Uses:
In the life-cycle of human beings and of other forms of life and of
vegetable kingdom, sun plays a very significant role. Solar radiation in many
instances has been responsible for curing some diseases and improvement of
health. Synthesis of vitamin D with ultraviolet radiation is known. Herpis
(a skin disease) and jaundice are known to be controlled and cured by solar
radiation. Many solariums (slowly moving houses with coloured glasses)
are known in some countries. Solar energy as means of curing diseases is
under study in certain countries; a number of interesting papers of such study
were presented in the 1973 - UNESCO - Solar Energy Congress at Paris.
Certain wave lengths of the solar spectrum are found to enhance vegetable
growth.
Research and development investigation in the field should emphasis on
(i) solar biology involving the effect of different wave lengths of the solar
spectrum on human system, growth, resistance to diseases (ii) solarium;
vitamin and other body chemicals, solar radiation as germicide, solar radiation
and natural behavior of human beings and animals and vegetable kingdom.
(d) Architecture:
(i) Passive System:
Protection from extremes of nature and of environment is needed
for man (as well as for any living being) and or vegetable kingdom. In
the passive system of architectural design of houses, community and
industrial buildings, optimised design is aimed at for judicious utilisation of solar energy, surrounding air and environment. With the newer

